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COME FOLLOW ME (The Pirates Theme) 

Such a world without fantasy. 
Just boring reality. 
There’s some place you’d rather be? 
 
Then come follow me… 
Come follow me. 
 
There’s a place without cynical lies, 
Oceans deep and the bluest of skies 
Want to own part of a glorious prize? 
 
Then come follow me… 
Come follow me.. 

 
Bring all your courage, your spirits with me! 
We’ll raid the best ships and we’ll man the high seas! 
We’ll never return and forever be free! 
 
Come follow me… 
Come follow me… 
 
Treasures our pleasure, we’ll run with the breeze! 
We’ll have gold with our dinner and silver with tea! 
Its pirates they fear and so pirates we’ll be! 
  
Come follow me… 
Come follow me… 

 
Author’s original composition from the Pirates of Imagination 
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An Introduction 

Yes, this could have been presented as a Researchers Tale, a Historians Tale, a Writers Tale, an 

Investigators Tale, or many other versions, but narration is about voice and perspective, in this specific 

case my unique perspective of this matter and related content. 

All the other perspectives require encumbrances of which I prefer in this matter not be bound by, thus 

to free up the story process, and as Mark Twain had clarified many times when others placed a label on 

him, “I’m just a storyteller.” 

Hardly, but you get the point. 

And to be clear, I’m not drawn to shipwrecks in general, or to tales of lost sea treasure in specific, the 

largest majority of investigations have been land bound (for better or worse) investigating the 

plausibility of highly valued intrinsic historical assets. 

But this case had an interest because it adjoins the historical pursuits of Galveston in which I’ve 

participated for some time, and has all the appearances of being closer to home. In terms of what real 

value the discovery of the Corazon De Jesus has monetarily, to society in general, or the “greater good”, 

I have no idea, and it has no attachment to Texas history.  

For those unknowing, flota is the Spanish word for fleet, hence also used is flotilla, and in this particular 

annual phenomenon that occurred between the mother country of Spain and its owned colony of Nueva 

España aka New Spain aka Mexico, was comprised of a contingent of seven ships that disembarked far 

too late in the season from Vera Cruz, and unfortunately also picked the wrong year for hurricane 

occurrences. 

Of the seven, five managed to limp their way through the hurricane of September 1766 to various ports, 

but two of the ships, the El Nuevo Constante (New Constant) and the Corazon De Jesus (Heart of Jesus) 

took a serious beating and were in such a poor condition that required the Captains to make haste for 

land during the storm, and thus “sailed before the wind” running the ships onto the shore in a effort to 

save the passengers.   

The Nuevo Constante was discovered off the coast of Louisiana by a shrimper’s net in 1979, and 

recovery made during the 1980’s. Much has been written and documented about this ship, but so very 

little in regards to the Corazon De Jesus, and what is known, is fractionated, isolated, and kept “secret” 

by those that believe that “they may know”, but as I have investigated in separate cases, otherwise, and 

often times, do not. 

So this is a matter of historical detective pursuit, which requires far more skill than an elite researcher or 

archaeologist may possess, it is the rationalization of the preponderance which matters, it is about 

working via a long term experienced and skilled level of craft.  This is the pursuit here, and THAT is what 

matters, hence to solve a situation which should be solvable. Thus to task we embark on this cold case 

of mystery and intrigue, and to what end, we shall see…. 
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The Annual Spain (Cadiz) to New Spain (Vera Cruz) via Havana Flotilla 

To understand the annual “flota phenomenon” regarding the Spain to Vera Cruz round trip, an 
international newspaper in April of 1780 (thus the times), included this article: 
 
The Description of La Vera Cruz, against which an Expedition is gone from the West Indies 

La Vera Cruz is a Spanish settlement, situated on the Gulph of Mexico, from whence the Spaniards carry on 

their traffic from South America to Europe, and has at the back of it Acapulco on the Southern Ocean.  It is 

from these two parts all the (South) American commerce is carried on by Spain to the whole world.  The 

Cadiz (Spain) fleet, called the flota, which generally consists of fifteen large merchant ships, with a convoy 

of three or four men of war, generally arrives here (Vera Cruz) every year about the latter of November, 

seldom later. Their commodities are the manufacture of Europe: the Spaniard send out wine and oil; the 

commercial nations furnish the rest of their cargos. These goods are here landed and disposed of to the 

merchants, and the fleet then takes fresh cargo of plate, and other valuable commodities, for Europe: their 

general time of departure is about April.  From Vera Cruz they come to Havannah (sic), where the galleons 

from Carthagena and Panama generally meet them, and when the ships are provided with a proper 

convoy, to which additions are generally made at the Havannah, they take their final departure for Spain.  

The busy time at la Vera Cruz is from Christmas to the month of April, at which time the place is often the 

richest in the world.   

About January they have a fair, which lasts a month, when the merchants and others traffic (South) 

American gold, silver dust, precious stones, etc. for the more useful articles from Europe. 

This port is commodious for shipping, and will hold 100 sail of vessels, or more commodiously; it lies 18.30 

north, long. 97.48 West.  The climate is reckoned healthy: they have little or no communication with any 

other place but Mexico (City) Acapulco, and Cadiz: from one the gold is to be shipped for Europe, and from 

Acapulco the India goods come.   

 

But there is a problem with an annual occurring event which boasts of such value and treasure, like flies 
to honey it attracts those daring to take on the convoy for a quick return, listed in the papers of 1780, 
are the following to wit: 
 
From the Edinburgh Advertiser, via the Hague Gazette, March 27, 1780: 

-According to letters of good credit (hence reliable) from Jamaica, we have advice that Gen. Dalrymple and 

Commodore Sir Peter Parler had made themselves masters of Vera Cruz, situated in the Gulf of Mexico, 

and taken three Spanish ships, whole cargoes are valued at a million sterling. 

-An account has been received of the nature of the secret expedition which has lately been undertaken by 

Governor Dalling from Jamaica, which has been so much the subject of conversation.  It appears that this 

execution is against La Vera Cruz, in the gulf of Mexico, where there are frequent opportunities of 

acquiring immense wealth by a well timed assault 

-At one season of the year La Vera Cruz have a fair which lasts several days. During this interval they bring 

down their bullion, and other articles of commerce, to barter them for other articles, or to convert them 

into specie.  It was with the hopes of surprising them in this critical situation that that Governor Dalling 

was induced to undertake.   
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Extracts of a letter from Providence, one of the Bahama Islands, Oct. 1, 1780 

Two of our privateers sailed from hence in company on the 20th of August, to cruize in the Gulph and off 

Havannah, yesterday they both arrived safe at this port, with a large Spanish ship bound from Vera Cruz of 

five hundred tons burden, mounts 20 guns on one deck, and had one hundred and fifty men on board. 

She engaged both privateers about half an hour, and then struck (colors), finding that it was to no purpose 

to continue the fight, as during the time they were in action most of their sails and rigging were cut to 

pieces; they had ten men killed and fifteen wounded.  From what has been gathered from the bills of 

lading, and other papers, she cannot be worth less than forty thousand pounds, as there is a great 

quantity of gold and silver on board her.   

 

Be aware that this is happening all over the world, year to year, the focus here is on Vera Cruz and trade 

route from and to Havannah, therefore known shipping routes for the daring to seek quick fortune, to 

lie in wait, and for a final example, from 1805. 

 

From the Washington National Intelligencer, highlighting Late European News, from London, March 1: 

-The Spanish brig El Rosario, from Vera Cruz, laden with valuable cargo, and having on board 80,000 

dollars, has been taken by the Uranie of 38 guns, and sent to Plymenth.  

-The Spanish brig Caroline, with a valuable cargo from the Havannah, has been captured by the Pallas 

of 32 guns, and sent to the same place. 

Saturday afternoon the Endymion frigate, Captain Paget, arrived at Portsmouth with the following 

Spanish ships, which are richly laden: 

-Ecce Homme, from the Rio La Plata 

-Aft Grafa, register ship from Lima 

-La Piemissa de la Pas, from Rio de la Plata 

-La Billiante from Vera Cruz 

….all laden with specie, cochineal, indigo, etc.. 

 

The Endymion has 1,500,000 dollars on board, which she took out of the galleon.  The Endymion has 

captured four more Spanish ships during her cruise, and since the declaration of war, which are safe 

arrived. 

 

Of course there is one foe mightier than all the freebooters, privateers, pirates, and enemy 

countries put together; hurricanes, and being of course in the wrong place at the wrong 

time. 
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The Gulf of Mexico Galleon Route 

Mattheus Seutter (1730)  and Henry Poppel (1735) created cartographic maps of North America 

including the Gulf of Mexico region, both which showed the Galleon route from Vera Cruz to 

Havanna.  The 1722 map, which gained the knowledge from others, varied the route considerably 

from the 1730’s. 

 

 
 

Map of the region of Mexico and Florida, and the adjoining lands as well as the Forward Islands of America, and the course and 

return of the sail on the Mississippi River and other Colonies

Mappa geographica regionem Mexicanam et Floridam, Terrasque adjacentes ut et Anteriores Americae Insulas, Curfus itidem et 

Reditus Navigantuim verfus flumen Missisipi et alias Colonies ob oculos ponens cura et fumptibus

Matheus Seutter  1730
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From A Map of the BRITISH EMPIRE in AMERICA with the FRENCH and SPANISH SETTLEMENTS Adjacent Thereto  

Henry Popple  1733. 
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Carte du Mexique et de la Floride des Terres Angloises et des Isles Antilles du Cours et des Environs de la Riviere 

de Mississipi.  

Dresée Sur un grand nombre de memoires principalemt sur ceux de Mrs. d'Iberville et le Sueur. Par Guillaume 

Del'Isle Geographer de l'Academie Royale des Sciences A Amsterdam Chez Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier 

Avec Privilege 1722 

 

Map of Mexico and Florida, English Lands and the Antilles Islands of the Course and Vicinity of the Mississippi 

River.  

Drawn On a large number of memoirs, chiefly on those of Mrs. d'Iberville and Le Sueur.  

By Guillaume Del'Isle Geographer of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Amsterdam Chez Jean Covens & Corneille 

Mortier , With Privilege 1722 
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Hurricanes and the 1760’s 

If one were to be knowledgeable in the frequency of hurricanes for the years involving the 1760’s per 

the graphs below, that might be a good sign not to travel in the high hurricane season, hence stay at 

home, have a cup of cocoa, roll some tobacco, enjoy a barrel of good wine.  But those that ventured in 

the northern trade winds arena between July and September did not have this forecast, thus the 

mariner beware sign was not flashing appropriately, things must be done, trade must continue, the 

Kings coffers needed filling, the merchants wanting and willing to take risks, as were those engaged in 

acts of piracy.  Seas were at best a risky business, now compounded and the hazard bar raised in certain 

years, global warming not in effect, it was attributed to an act of god or otherwise.

 
 

Much to our story, we catch a glimpse of the situation in the Spanish archives which contains the 

description of the strong gale that caused the loss of the merchant vessel El Nuevo Constante, its 

captain Julian Antonio Urcullu, that sailed together with the fleet, recording:  

La Habana, 1 November of 1766: 

The ‘El Nuevo Constante’ ship left on August the 21st from Veracruz . . . since this day, although with 
variable weather, some sailing could be made, making us to arrive on September the 1

st
 to 25Deg, 40’, 

close to Negrillo.  
At half past eight at night of this mentioned 1st day, a rapidly increasing strong gale was formed and 
finally turned into strong hurricane winds and high seas waters, but the ship prevailed . . .  

On Thursday the 4th it was far away from the others . . . still during the strong gale, but on that day the 
ship was found to be taking in water. 

 

 
Note that the recording was made by the Captain of the Nuevo Constante on November 1st, thus he had 
arrived safely in Havana by this time.  
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From Havana also, several days prior: 

A letter from the fleet commander Sir Manuel Antonio de Flores, to Julian de Arriaga, Secretary of the 
Indies: 
 La Habana, 27 October of 1766: 

. . . that on September the 1st being the fleet at 24 and a half latitude, and considering to be at Negrillo 
longitude, a strong gale from the southeast buffeted the ships, lasting up to the 5th of that same month, 
making them to cope with the staysail, mizzen sail and mainsail, with the wind always blowing a 
moderate-gale but never out from the second quadrant; they noticed that the strongest winds came from 
the southeast, and then the sea calmed down after a copious rainfall . .  
 

Note: The second quadrant of a compass is the south east 90 degree section of quarter points (ESE, SE, SSE), thus the winds 

were from the NE quadrant of the hurricane (counter clockwise rotation), they remained in the winds until the 5
th

, thus lasting 

for 4 days. 

The Devastation at El Orcoquisac 

The hurricane was heading in a northerly direction (NNW), as it struck the mission and presidio at El 

Orcoquisac located above Wallisville at the NE section of Galveston’s Trinity Bay on September 4, and 

demolished all buildings.  Fray Marentes said,” ...of church, house Padres and kitchen, there is 

nothing….”. 

This distance between the Sept. 1 engagement with the flota and Sept. 4 with the mission was app. 450 

miles, thus this was slow moving hurricane of less than seven miles per hour. 

The Negrillo Longitude 

(For the discussion below, see maps below) 

Using a locator like “Negrillo Longitude” vs. an actual longitudal bearing may seem deficient, but it 

occurred with routine occurrence in ships logs, hence using a hard landmark, hence in this case, an 

island, for a reference. We learn from knowledge based sources: 

In the Archivo di Stato  (Florence, Italy) there exists a map dating back to 1535, drawn by Gaspar Viegas, 
a Portuguese cartographer.  On the map there is clear indication that an island exists in the Gulf of 
Mexico called Bermeja, which in older Iberian dialects means “reddish in color.”  The English word 
“vermilion” comes from the same Latin root as “bermeja.”  On this map and others, the island was 
supposedly located at 22 degrees, 33 minutes north latitude and 91 degrees, 22 minutes west longitude. 
Bermeja next appears in a 1544 map by Sebastian Cabot, the Italian explorer who sailed for England and 
charted many areas of North America.  The map was printed in Antwerp and clearly shows Bermeja 
along with a small group of islands to the east of it called Negrillos.  Over the centuries, like Isla 
Bermeja, the series of about 6 small coral islets and rocks known as Negrillos will appear and disappear, 
and to this day the existence of this small chain of islands is also in dispute.  Cabot’s map was especially 
useful for his English overlords who encouraged piracy in the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.  As a 
consequence, Isla Bermeja was also known as a hiding place for English and Dutch buccaneers who 
would attack Spanish treasure ships and disrupt commerce in the area.  At this time, it had been 
described as a lightly wooded island measuring roughly 80 square kilometers and with abundant bird 
life.  The island first “disappears” from actual existence in 1772.  

 In a comprehensive map of New Spain by Alzate and Ramirez neither Bermeja nor the tiny islands of 
Negrillos are present.  A few years after the publication of this map, official cartographers of the Spanish 
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Crown, Miguel de Alderete and Andrés Valderrama, sought to prove the existence of islands rumored to 
be north of the Yucatán and hundreds of miles into the Gulf.  From Alderete’s diary of July of 1775, he 
writes: 

“We sailed for Havana trying to locate Bermeja and other islands.  When we arrived at the location of 
Bermeja even though the visibility was clear and the sea calm, we didn’t discover anything, not a spot, nor 
a mark, nor variance in color, nothing.” 

A few decades later, in another journey from Veracruz to Havana, the captains of the ships San 
Julian and the Buen Consejo, two men named Juan Moreno and Manuel Sandoval, respectively, reported 
the sighting of a large rock jutting out of the water east of where the maps put Isla Bermeja.  The 
captains, and later researchers, determined this rock to be part of the Negrillos group, and somehow, 
although nearby, they had completely missed Bermeja.  Reports like these were not uncommon in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Isla Bermeja was repeatedly shown on maps that were 
official or edited by or under the supervision of the Mexican government, but no maritime verification 
was known to have been carried out in the region during this time.  The existence of the island is 
registered in the 1864 Ethnographic Charter of Mexico, governmental edition, and also in a book from 
that time called Islas Mexicanas officially published by the Secretariat of Public Education.  On page 110 
the book places the island at 22º 33’ North latitude, and 91º 22′ West.  Some American and English 
maps of the 1800s not only showed the existence of Isla Bermeja and the similarly on-again, off-again 
Negrillos chain, they showed them as being territory of the United States, with a small “U.S” in 
parentheses under the name of the islands on maps.  This was not uncommon to see, as many 
unclaimed or out-of-the-way small islands, reefs and atolls were claimed by the United States under the 
Guano Islands Act of 1856. 
 

By the 1920s Isla Bermeja had disappeared from most maps.  Officials from Mexico’s Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs even declared before the Mexican Congress that the island had sunk and no longer existed. 

 Neither the 1905 or 1908 US Geodetic Gulf of Mexico Chart 1007 shows the Bermeja or Negrillos islands 

or reefs, sunken it appears, forever. 
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1700’s Chart Showing Yucatan Islands 
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Charts from the 1730’s Showing Negrillos & Bermaja Islands 
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1908 Gulf of Mexico 

Showing Flota Route from Vera Cruz and Position at Hurricane Impact, at location of 24.5 Deg N and 

Negrillos Longitude 
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1908 Gulf of Mexico 

Showing Potential Path of Hurricane and Flota Route After Impact 
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The 1776 Flota Summary Story 

For the main tale, we now turn to Robert S. Weddle’s  Changing Tides - Twilight and Dawn in the Spanish 

Sea, 1763-1803 (1995), with applicable comments in parenthesis with italics. 

Agustín Idiaquez y Borja the captain-general of the fleet, sailed with the seven ships for Havana on 
August 27. (Note this differs than what has been noted from captain Julian Antonio Urcullu of the Nuevo 
Constante, who recorded departure on August 21). On September 1 the fleet stood in latitude 24°40´N, 
near the midpoint of the Gulf, when the storm struck at eight-thirty in the evening. The ships soon lost 
sight of each other but came together again on the third. (Note per previous the constant Captain 
reported that they were still far away from the others).  Under the continuous pounding, most lost masts 
and rigging. On the evening of the fourth he same day that the hurricane devastated Presidio de San 
Agustín de Ahumada and Mission Nuestra Señora de la Luz on the lower Trinity River in 
Texas. (hence El Orcoquisac)  
 
The merchant ship Nuevo Constante, captained by Julián Antonio Urcullu, was leaking badly, her pumps 
unable to keep pace with the water that poured in around joints and seams. The artillery was jettisoned 
(not all artillery was jettisoned, several cannon were raised during the 1898’s) , and the ship ran before 
the wind, seeking the nearest land. At five o'clock on the afternoon of the fifth, Constante stuck in soft 
mud in water a fathom and a half (nine feet) deep. After waiting out the storm for two days, the more 
than fifty passengers and crewmen made it safely ashore and set up camp on a knoll surrounded by 
marshes in observed latitude 29°20´N. Present-day Bayou Constante and Big Constance Lake, in 
southeast Cameron Parish, Louisiana, mark the general location.(See also Maps and Charts Addendum-
1806) 
 
While his crewmen salvaged the above-deck cargo, Captain  Urcullu explored the area "by land and sea," 
finding it uninhabited and dotted with marshes. He then outfitted the boat with a reliable crew and 
ample provisions and sailed for the Mississippi, which was calculated to be seventy leagues away. 
(Following somewhat the coastline and entering the Mississippi southwest pass to reach La Balise, the 
fort and outpost, was 250 miles, or 72 leagues, a most excellent approximation.  (Lloyds Register of Feb. 
1767 listed this was 70 leagues west of New Orleans, the error here is that it should have referenced La 
Balise) Eight or ten sailors from Nuevo Constante went to New Orleans by land, carrying the news to the 
commissaire-ordonnateur, Denis-Nicolas Foucault.  
 
On learning of the shipwreck,the Spanish governor Ulloa sent a sloop and a chartered English schooner 
to recover what they could of the ship's cargo and rescue the castaways who remained in their 
temporary camp on the marshy beach. With the schooner Ulloa sent the colony's chief engineer, 
Hypollite Amelot, who had come to La Balise with Aubry, probably to assist in establishing the post at its 
new location. He also sent a Spanish corporal with four soldiers, a pilot, and an interpreter. Foucault 
reported later that five small vessels, three French and two English, went to assistor to share in the 
spoils.(See separate newspaper accounts of the times)  
 
While Constante's castaways awaited rescue at their camp on the beach, the crew of another ship from 
the same fleet was experiencing similar difficulties. At that camp on September 23, the captain of the 
frigate Corazón de Jesús y Santa Barbara also called Caraqueña because she was from Caracas arrived. 
Unlike the other vessels in the fleet, the Caracas ship, engaged in commerce within the Indies, had 
intended sailing only as far as Havana. The ship had been driven onto the shore "forty leagues" west of 
Constante, according to the captain. "The neighboring presidio of Orcoquiza," as one source puts it, 
"could not give the least aid," thus suggesting the Bolivar Peninsula vicinity as a likely location. (Note1) 
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(Note 1:The reference here is to Marqués de Rubí, "Dictamen. King Carlos III appointed Rubí inspector of frontier 
presidios in 1764 and commissioned him to remedy economic abuses and other urgent matters.  Rubi inspected the 
presidios in Texas in 1767, which included all holdings to the California region. Upon his inspection tour completion, 
he wrote an extensive report entitled,  "Opinion (hence in Spanish dictamen) that by order of His Excellency the 
Marquis of Croix, Viceroy of this Kingdom, the Field Marshal Marquis of Rubí exposes, in order to the best situation 
of the presidios for the defense and extension of its border to gentility, in the confines to the North of this 
Viceroyalty", signed in Tacubaya, on April 10, 1768. 
 
The Bolivar peninsula apparent  conclusion corresponds with those drawn from recent research favoring a site in 
the High Island, Texas, vicinity, hence between (Charles E. Pearson to Weddle in oral communications.) 

 
The 40 leagues distance is still be determined from a source of veracity (See Exacting Information) , the 
peninsula location strictly a conversation assumption by Pearson and Weddle only. 
 
Continuing with Weddle: 
Like Urcullu, the captain had embarked in the ship's launch for New Orleans to seek help in salvaging the 
cargo and rescue for his people. In the storm, he related, his ship had lost sight of the two flagships, 
Santiago de España and Dragón, and the merchant ship Jasón at dusk on September 4. Jasón, having 
lost her topmasts, was in a desperate plight. The captain hoped they might have made a 
Safe anchorage in the Nuevo Santander sounding in the western Gulf. 12 
 
Weeks, perhaps months, went by before Ulloa knew the outcome. (See Ulloa’s letters) The fate of the 
two flagships was of particular concern, for they carried large amounts of precious metals. It was a time 
filled with anxiety and frustration, which diverted his attention from the storm 
that was brewing among the French colonists. In truth, the ships had been scattered in all directions. 
-Eventually, news came that Jasón, dismasted as reported, had managed to reach the Campeche coast 
on October 27.  
-Dragón limped back into Veracruz harbor on November 11 and there was made seaworthy again, her 
final disaster reserved for a later time.  
-Santiago de España also returned to Veracruz, whence she sailed as capitana (command vessel) of the 
reconstituted fleet on November 19 and departed Havana for Spain on January 12, 1767.  
-Triunfante, another of the storm-battered ships, sailed from Havana with the fleet on January 12 but 
had to return to port for further repairs two days later.13 
 
Further difficulties, then disaster, attended efforts to salvage the cargo of Nuevo Constante. The Gulf 
Coast from the Mississippi to Galveston Bay was notoriously unapproachable. Sea charts of the 
present-day show the ten-fathom curve a great distance from shore; at the closest point, it is almost 
twenty-five nautical miles from Bayou Constante, where the ship lay in her grave. Unable to see the 
shore, Ulloa's bergantines and schooners found themselves in dangerously shallow water. With orders 
to reconnoiter the coast as far as San Bernardo (Matagorda) Bay, for signs of the other missing vessels, 
they despaired of doing so because of the wide and shallow shelf. How this matter was resolved to 
enable rescue of Constante's castaways is not revealed.14 
 
The English schooner Diquiblot (William Moore, captain) and the sloop reached the wreck in mid-
September. After loading what cargo she could, the schooner boarded the forty-three passengers 
and crew who had remained on the beach. The two ships made sail for New Orleans on October 2.15  

 
 
Beset by fierce north winds, the ships became separated. The schooner came within six leagues of 
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the Mississippi on the nineteenth, only to be blown seaward by the renewed norther. A man was lost 
overboard as a mountainous wave swept away all the gear on the weather deck. Later, after sailing 
"100 leagues" in the direction of Veracruz, the schooner and the sloop reunited and set course together 
for Havana. There the schooner, driven by a north wind of hurricane force, ran aground at 
the harbor entrance the night of October 29. Captain-General Bucareli posted a guard over the cargo 
until it could be unloaded at dawn. 16  
 
The three other ships involved in Nuevo Constante's salvage, having left the wreck site on October 17, 
were scattered across the Gulf but eventually made port at various places. Still, the northers 
battered ships plying the Gulf for almost two months. At the end of March, 1767, two ships ported at 
New Orleans were still missing, one English and one French. 
 
Nuevo Constante, her hull riddled by shipworms, sank gradually into the Louisiana bank with that part of 
her cargo that could not be salvaged. There she lay, sealed in her tomb of soft mud, for 213 
years. Then, once again, in 1979, the luckless ship created a stir across Louisiana: a shrimp boat snagged 
its nets on the wreck. After recovering what was reported as several "copper ingots," 
shrimper Curtis Blume hired a diver to determine what lay beneath the surface. 
 
REFERENCES 
12. Bucareli to Arriaga; "Relacion de la tormenta." 
 
13. "Noticias sobre la flota recogidas en la Havana hasta el dia 10 de Nobre de 1766," MN, tomo 176; report from 
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shoal in mid-Gulf that was misplaced on the charts, on May 19, 1783. José de Evia to 
Bernardo de Gálvez, Havana, July 31, 1683, AGI, PC 2360; Holmes, José de Evia, 39. Evia had served on Dragón for 
eighteen months, beginning in March, 1759. Ibid., 6, 240. 
 
14. Rubí, "Dictamen." The Spanish word bergantín is often translated as "brigantine," which suggests a two-masted 
vessel with square sails. In many instances, such as the bergantines built by Hernando de Soto's men for their 
withdrawal, the Spanish term clearly indicates a much smaller vessel. Because the precise meaning and its English 
equivalent often are unclear, the word is left untranslated throughout this study. 
 
15. Able to load only a small part of Constante's cargo, Urcullu at this point purchased the schooner for six 
thousand pesos, that he might use the vessel for other salvage trips. Pearson, El Nuevo Constante, 7. 
 
16. Bucareli to Arriaga; "Relacion de la tormenta"; "Noticias sobre la flota." The inventory of the salvaged items 
compiled in Havana (Joseph Antonio de Armona, Havana, Oct. 30, 1766, AGI, Mex. 2982) and the summary of 
goods carried to Spain by Idiaquez's fleet bears some similarity to cargos shipped from Mexico to Spain two 
hundred years previously. Compare J. Barto Arnold III and Robert S. Weddle, The Nautical Archeology of Padre 
Island: The Spanish Shipwrecks of 1554. Common to shipments of both fifteenth and seventeenth centuries were 
such items as gold and silver bullion and coinage, cochineal, indigo, cacao, vanilla beans, balsam, hides, medicinal 
herbs, and chocolate. 
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The Newspaper reports of 1766 & 1777 

We gain “pieces” of information for the newspapers of the times, as with newspaper reporting of that 
period (and others) to be concerned with the accuracy of information, but still provide more of a picture 
of the evolved crisis 

The London Evening Post, Aug.9-12, 1766 

By the Duke of Marlborough, Capt. Wilson, lately arrived 30 days from the Havannah, where there are 
certain accounts, that the flota, which was expected there in April, was not arrived by the 28

th
 of June, and 

it was uncertain when it would, orders have been sent from Old Spain for their detention at La Vera Cruz.  
This must prove a great disappointment to the merchants, as large remittances were expected in pieces of 
eight, cochineal, and other valuable commodities 

From the Maryland Gazette of January 1
st
, 1767, referring back to October 4: 

By letters in yesterdays French mail from Cadiz and Madrid, we have undoubted accounts, that the 
ransome of the Manillas has happily settled between that court and ours;, in consequence of which, an 
express was sent to Vera Cruz, ordering the Flota to sail for Europe, which had been detained by order of 
the Spanish Court some little time before, insomuch as the Express met the Flota after being at sea three 
days, and returned to Vera Cruz, and had unloaded the treasure until further orders. 

 
Charlestown, Dec. 19, 1766 

The Spanish Flota, from Vera Cruz for the Havannah and Old Spain, consisting of five large galleons or 
register-ships, richly laden, were driven ashore in the Bay of St. Bernard, 90 leagues W.S.W. from 
Pensacola, four small vessels were sent from New Orleans to their relief, but had not reached the bay 
when the last accounts were sent off.  Capt. Fitzherbert, in his Majesties ship Adventure, sailed from 
Pensacola, in order to give all possible assistance. 

Williamsburg, Virginia Gazette. March 5, 1767, referring to December 23, 1766 
By Capt. Henderson, from Pensacola we learn that a most terrible hurricane was felt there on the 22

nd
 of 

October, which had done much damage as well as onshore as in the harbor. 
-That five very rich Spanish galleons, from La Vera Cruz, were drove ashore in the Bay of St. Bernard, W. 
and S. from Pensacola some time before the hurricane of October 22

nd
, to whole relief a vessel has been 

sent from New Orleans but was supposed to be lost, where upon the Adventure Man of War, commanded 
by Captain Fitzherbert, sailed from Pensacola the 11

th
 of November, to give all possible assistance 

Charleston South Carolina, Feb. 9, 1767 
Saturday afternoon arrived here his Majesty’s Packet Boat, the Duncannon, commanded by Captain 
Charles Edwards, in 14 days from Pensacola;, by which we have advice that all the Spanish Galleons which 
had been drove ashore in St. Bernard’s Bay were entirely lost, and the people belonging to the have gone 
to Havannah, having saved nothing but money, and even lost some of that. 
That so violent a disagreement had arisen, and subsisted between the French and Spanish, Governor Don 
Juan d’Ulloa had been required for safety to retire to the island of Belize, where he expected 300 more 
troops from Cuba to insure him quiet possession of that country. 

 

From the London Gazette, February 18, 1767 
Madrid. Jan. 26 Last week an express arrived from Coronna, which brought advice of the safe arrival of the 
Flota at the Havannah, excepting two ships, which had been dismasted, and were put back to Vera Cruz. 
 

London Evening Post – Feb. 5, 1767 
The Spain (hence Santiago de Espana) and Dragon, Spanish men of war (part of the Flota that had sailed 
for Europe, which returned back to Vera Cruz) arrived there on the 28

th
 of September; but one of the 
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merchantmen which sailed with them from the above place was lost. It is also said that the treasure is 
ordered to be taken out of the Dragon, and put on board another ship. 

 

Charleston, May 5, 1767 

On Saturday last arrived the ship King of Prussia from Gilbraltar, who tell us, that five days before he 
sailed, advice had been received that the Spanish Galleons were arrived in Cadiz, the Aeolus, and another 
English frigate, immediately sailed from Gilbraltar for the said port, in order, it was said, to receive, or 
demand, the Manilla ransome, which the Court of Spain had put off paying until the arrival of her treasure 
from the new world. 

Charleston, July 6, 1767 
That some wreckers had found two of the Galleons, and got a considerable quantity of treasure out of 
them, and that no less than 27 vessels were out upon the wreck of one, said to have 12 millions of 
dollars on board. 

 

From the London Gazette, April 17, 1767 

Cadiz, March 13. The Flota from Vera Cruz and Havannah came into this bay this afternoon.  It consists of 
the following ships of war: 
-The Santiago de Espana 
-The San Carlos 
-The Castilla 
…and the four following merchant ships: 
-The Perla 
The Orislame 
-Constanza 
-Almirate 
The particulars of their cargo are unknown. 
The Triumfante from Vera Cruz, and the Portobelenna from Cartagena, were obliged to put back, being 
leaky, but may be expected soon. 
 
Cadiz, March 17.  The Portobelenna, which was separated from the Flota that arrived here on the 13

th
, and 

afterwards was put into Havannah to repair some damages, came into the bay this day.  
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The Ulloa Letters 
From Lawrence Kinnaird (1946), Spain in the Lower Mississippi Valley, we have two letters from the new 
Spanish Governor of Louisiana Ulloa to the Captain General of Cuba Don Antonio Bucareli regarding the 
wrecked ships: 
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More on the El Nuevo Constante Salvage 
Crew members completed loading salvaged material on the Diquiblot and another vessel by October 2. 
A large portion of the cargo was still onshore. Therefore, Captain Urcullu bought the Diquiblot outright 
for 1,600 pesos so it could make several trips without a high daily freight charge. The two ships left the 
camp at 6:00 p.m. on October 2, expecting to get to Balize in a few days. Strong winds prevented them 
from reaching their destination. On October 13, the vessels were separated in bad weather. 

The Diquiblot reached Havana harbor on October 29, but that night a storm drove it on the rocks. Both 
crew and passengers were rescued. Now the twice-salvaged cargo included 25 bales and packages, 
three gold discs marked M, H, and G, and three small pieces of silver. No one claimed the gold or silver 
pieces, which probably had been illegally smuggled aboard. 

Three other ships had left the salvage camp on October 17 heading for New Orleans. One presumably 
reached New Orleans, but storms drove the other two to Veracruz. They carried 30 crew members, 
hides, flour, and some ship's fittings from El Nuevo Constante. The final ship to leave the salvage camp 
arrived at Balize near the end of November. It carried El Nuevo Constante's captain and the last of the 
passengers, crew, and salvaged cargo. Captain Urcullu remained in Louisiana until early April 1767, when 
he sailed for Havana, Cuba. Goods from El Nuevo Constante were collected in Havana and eventually 
were carried to Cadiz, Spain on Captain Urcullu's ship, the Belle Indio. In Cadiz, the salvaged cargo was 
weighed, evaluated, and made available to its owners. Their last claim on the cargo was made in July 
1769, almost three years after El Nuevo Constante had been lost. The total value of the salvaged cargo 
was about 7,290 pesos. This is perhaps 11% of the value of the cargo when the ship left Veracruz. 

Historical records describe the ship. Documents of March 1764 say El Nuevo Constante was a vessel 

of about 470 tons. It was 121 feet long, 30 feet wide, 19 feet deep, and had three masts. Records 

indicate it had four pumps, four large anchors, and two small ones. It was armed with eighteen 8-
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pounder and four 4- pounder cannons. It also carried 36 muskets, 18 pairs of pistols, 24 war axes, and 

ammunition. El Nuevo Constante, originally the Duke of York, probably was of British construction 
and carried British arms. 
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The Corazon De Jesus 

Weddle’s content has been provided as summary content in general, the real work and comprehensive 

study is via The Last Voyage Of El Nuevo Constante: The Wreck And Recovery Of An Eighteenth-Century 

Spanish Ship Off The Louisiana Coast, (Charles E Pearson & Paul E Hoffman), 1995. 

This book is highly recommended to those of further detailed interest, and it is from this collected effort 

that additional information regarding the Corazon De Jesus can be found, although limited, due to the 

focus of the Nuevo Constante. 

The Corazon was a merchant ship reflecting the intra-American trade, and had as its cargo glassware, 

stone metates*, lead shot, etc. but no precious metals on board, save for the thousands of pesos the 

wealthy merchant Fernando Parr transported, but in which he recovered.   Therefore merchants of the 

day may have not pursued additional recovery for salvage efforts other than an initial attempt, the 

manifest is open to pursue by those of historical interest, the purpose is to exact the probable location. 

*A metate (or mealing stone) is a type or variety of quern, a ground stone tool used for processing grain and seeds. In 

traditional Mesoamerican cultures, metates are typically used by women who would grind lime-treated maize and other organic materials 

during food preparation (e.g., making tortillas) 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quern-stone#Saddle_quern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_stone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nixtamalization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tortilla
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Exacting Information 

We gain two important pieces of information from the depositions in the Spanish records: 

A) Excerpts from a letter to Spanish Governor Ulloa from passenger Fernado Parr, from a key island, 

Sept. 17, 1766[a]: 

...the last hope that remained to us in order to look for refuge at some port at some port if the hurricane should 

ever permit us to; in this state, the unfortunate frigate, rudderless, was tossed around like a cork and the sea 

threw us upon a submerged beach or key [b] on the night of day six, without our being able to know with certainty 

the spot where this misfortune had brought us; for not having knowledge of these areas[c], and were disposed 

continually to losing our lives in the inclement weather on account of the little security place, molested continually 

by mosquitoes and gnats... 

[a] Parr would have written this letter while the Captain was at the El Nuevo Constante camp, having arrived there 

on the 14th 

[b] Parr does not have knowledge of this area, he refers to “key” as if on a submerged sand island formed from a 

reef, certainly the sand bar or island is submerged due to the hurricanes surge level 

[c] A ship which travelled out of Caracas to Vera Cruz to Havana would not have familiarity in the area, therefore 

the minimal reference to locale or surroundings, this location near east end of Galveston Island, and west end of 

Bolivar peninsula, has little elevation or vegetation to “break the horizon”, thus adding difficulty in describing the 

location. 

B) Based on deposition of Captain Pierre Antoine [New Orleans, Dec. 15, 1766] of the Le Constance (a 

goleta) who participated in the salvage of the Corazon de Jesus y Santa Barbara engaging the salvage 

camp which had been established on shore some 40 leagues west of the camp of the Nuevo Constante 

located at Bayou Constance on the Louisiana coast 

 

Discussion 

A League’s Measurement-Distance from Bayou Constance Westward 

A league’s true measurement, hence true distance, can vary, here we use with basis the traditional 

measurement of mariners, who were dependent on the use of degrees longitude and latitude for 

navigation. 

Experienced mariners of position (Captain, navigator, pilot) were adept at estimating distance, their lives 

depended upon it, dead reckoning was often used where weather conditions did not allow use of 

positioning instruments. 

The measurement of distances at sea differs from that on land. The statute, or English mile, was 

originally the Roman linear measurement of 1000 paces--about 4,854 feet. In the United Kingdom, some 

parts of the Commonwealth, and the United States, the statute mile used for land measurement has 

been standardized at 5,280 feet.  

The nautical, or sea mile, however, is based on the circumference of the earth. Each degree of a 360 

degree circle around the Earth contains 60 nautical miles. The degree is further sub-divided into 60 
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minutes of arc, therefore, one minute of arc of latitude equals one nautical mile at the equator. At 

24,859 miles for the Earth's circumference at the equator, one nautical mile equals 6,076 feet. Thus a 

League is 3 nautical miles of 1852 meters each, equivalent to 1.15 miles per nautical mile, therefore a 

League is app. 3.45 miles 

Distances at sea for mariners were usually expressed in leagues rather than in nautical miles. Portuguese 

navigators estimated one degree of latitude at 17 1/2 leagues, making a single league equal to 3.43 

nautical miles. This measurement remained in use throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

Initially, Spain used the same measurement, then changed to 16 2/3 leagues in a degree, making one 

league equal to 3.67 nautical miles. English mariners computed 20 leagues to the degree; this made one 

league equivalent to 3.0 nautical miles. 

Using the basis per Captain Ucullu that the distance from the Constante’s camp to La Balise located at 

the mouth of the Mississippi river was estimated at 70 leagues, and actual Google Earth measurement is 

70-72 leagues based on based on a coastal following route by boat, or a straighter route taken, using 

standard nautical mile and a League of 3 nautical miles per League, the distance appears to reference 

3.45 (English) miles per league. 

Leagues thus calculated westward from Bayou Constance, following the coast app 2-3 miles offshore (via 

Google Earth):  

Measurement     Miles (Eng)  Leagues 

Calcasieu River     44   12.75 

Sabine River    74   21.5 

High Island    108   31 

Western End of Bolivar Peninsula 123   37 

Eastern tip of Galveston Island  127   38 
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Location Basis 

We’ll use Gauld’s 1778 coastal map, which for this area, was surveyed in 1777, as a key reference, the 

coastal survey taken after only 11 years since the demise of the Corazon De Jesus and El Nueve 

Constante.  Due to uncertainty of shallower depths from previous charts, Gauld deployed smaller boats , 

hence referred to as surveying sloops, to survey the coast, and to record anomalies and measurements.   

 

 

His observations and measurements recorded an “old wreck” completely on shore and in the same area 

as Bayou Constance, which has been taken as the remnants of the El Nuevo Constante. 
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As an example of a sharp and keen observance, the sloop Florida detected a smaller wreck just at the 

mouth of the Chicowanch River, today known as the Sabine River, the following noted: 

The Wreck at the Entrance of Chicowanch was a sloop from Jamaica bound for the Mississippi. Having fallen into 

the west they bewildered themselves on this inhospitable coast and after they were cast away, the Savages 

plundered them and the vessel of everything they could carry off, even the sails and rigging.  Only three people 

remained out of the nine, the Master and all of the rest having died on the coast.  These three men in a small boat 

wandered along the coast for some months in quest of the Mississippi, but after a fruitless search they had 

returned to the Wreck for some provisions, and were just going away again, when providentially the Surveying 

sloop Florida appeared and relieved them from their distress July 27th 1777, after they had been eight Months from 

Jamaica.’ 

 

 

 

Gauld ended his coastal survey at the eastern end of Galveston Island, warned that the Spanish might 

intervene as they were not too keen on having the English survey their coast.  He therefore did not send 

the sloop inside the entrance to Galveston, but recorded observations from the masthead as denoted 

on the map below. 
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Of criticality here is the identification of “Sand Kays”, or sand keys, hence small islands of sand, 

sometimes referred to as sand spits; and at the entrance to Galveston Bay, hence Bolivar roads, a 

submerged sand bank.  This taken with the fact that these did not exist on any local GOM coastal chart 

including Gauld’s map eastward to Sabine River, or westward by any other charts along Galveston 

Island, confirm that in the area of “some 40 leagues”, these are the only sand key islands. Parr’s 

referencing his letter source on a “key island”, and that the ship was thrown up on a “submerged key or 

beach”, provides strong indication that this was the logical area for the shipwreck.  It must be noted 

initially the island would have been submerged due to the hurricane storm surge, but after receding, the 

ship may have fully beached on the above tide small sandy island.  Other references to establishing a 

camp on shore indicates that they transported the necessary means of support to either Bolivar 

peninsula or Galveston Island, to await rescue. 

It must be realized that Gauld’s map was sketched from observations “from the masthead” but not 

actually in close survey, thus distortions and inaccuracies are certainly expected.  All sand banks and 

surfaced sand islands are transient near bay entrances, and may change seasonally, yearly, or after a 

major northern, hurricane, or tropical storm, thus his 1778 map is merely a “snapshot” in time twelve 

years later. 

Of other critical note is no observance recorded for any wreck by Gauld in the area of Galveston Bay 

entrance, and certainly not on the coast between Bolivar and Sabine River by close observation, 

different than in Louisiana with the Nuevo Constante.  This is however to be expected for a ship beached 

on a transient small sand island, if the islands are transient based on weather, so is the ship’s destiny 

attached. 
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Conclusions 

1) Based on the testimony regarding the exacting information, (regardless of those which may challenge 

the actual length of a League used), the only rational location which aligns to basis for measurements 

and observations at the time is the sand “key” islands located at the entrance to Galveston Bay.  

2) These small sand based islands are transient in nature; therefore Gauld’s 1778 map only represents a 

snapshot in time.  Since the ship was not seen “from the masthead’, a valid assumption is that the 1766 

island was impacted from tides, storms and currents, thus not above the surface, the ship then 

subjected to the forces of waves, wind, and currents. 

2) The ship certainly may have encountered movement and spreading over time due to currents into 

and out for the bay, tidal or otherwise, and that the ship after nearly 250 years, and based on the 

remnants of the El Nuevo constant, may  have little to offer in terms of side scan sonar response.  

3) With a plethora of other wrecks and obstructions in the Bolivar Roads/Galveston Bay entrance area, 

magnetometer only readings certainly may not provide any conclusive results. 

4) The encroachment of mankind and the dredging of channels and dumping into spoils areas may have 

rendered additional difficulty; the wreck could also easily be silted over 

4) As noted by Pearson and Hoffman, the true cost vs. value for pursuing the location and recovery may 

be an issue, as only standard inter trade cargo was on board, manifest still to be discovered. 

Thus the purpose of this investigation was to rationalize its location only, and not for the purpose of 

recovery.  This ship is simply one incident in the thousands of shipwrecks of the period, the value to 

history, society, and the greater good certainly to be rationalized by others of tenure and experience in 

this field. 
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MAPS AND CHARTS ADDENDUM 

 

George Gauld – 1778 

 Showing Coast from Indian Point (Galveston) to Chicowanch (Sabine River) 
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George Gauld – 1778 

 Showing Mississippi River Delta 

 

 

Enlarged Delta Showing Change of Locations for the Balise 
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1764 Entrance of the Mississippi River at Fort Balise 

Taken from the English ship Nautilus 
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1806 Lafon French Map Showing Remnants (Carcasse) of El Nuevo Constante 

 

Carte générale du territoire d'Orléans comprenant aussi la Floride Occidentale et une portion du territoire du 

Mississippi 

 

General map of the territory of Orleans including also West Florida and a portion of the territory of the Mississippi 
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Reference 1816 Survey of East End of Galveston Island 

Shows Perry’s shipwrecks  
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US Geodetic Survey of 1850 

Galveston City, East End Galveston Island, and Bolivar Point 
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1851 Nautical Chart for Entrance to Galveston Bay showing Bird Key 
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-GALVESTON EAST END GEOGRAPHIC CONTOURS- 

Showing 50 Years of Resiliency  
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AWOIS Locations at the Entrance of Galveston Bay 

 

Bird Key Alignment Location from 1851 Chart 
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Chart 11324 Galveston Bay Entrance 

 

 

Bird Key Aligned on Navigation Chart 

 


